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Editors’ Note		

Diana
Diana. Goddess of the moon. Of the forest. Of the hunt. Keeper of
mysteries. Solitary woodland wanderer. Guardian of women. Artemis.
In this figure, we find a union of nature and the multifaceted feminine.
Diana is a huntress, but she is also beloved of the forest. She lives in
balance with the world around her. She is able to take what she needs
without destroying the whole. In this aspect, Diana’s forest is a harmony
that does not mute the individual, but makes space for all our voices.
In a time marked by environmental devastation, human domination,
masculine violence, xenophobia, white supremacy, homophobia, and
a fear of anything deemed “other,” we need this vision of Diana’s forest
more than ever.
As a journal run by women, we have been horrified, but, in many ways,
unsurprised, by the events of this past year. At times, we have been rendered
speechless by what we see our country and our world becoming. But, often,
we have found renewed urgency, renewed power, in words. Our literary
moment is responding to our historical one with a vital multiplicity of
voices and visions. Reading the work featured in journals and presses
and readings around the country this year, hearing so many voices rise
up with their words, gives us hope, even in this perilous moment, for our
future.
.
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Untitled
(After Patricia Lockwood’s “Love Poem Like We Used to Write It”)

by Elaine Wang
Say here is a man who sews like running
say here is a man who patches my jeans
and with these patches my mouth
kisses like he’s repairing, and
saw me ragged and saw me roughsewn, and back then all soft denim
came from wearing,
and when he came over
the hill he drove fast, and he owned
twenty lenses for his cameras
and borrowed from others just as much,
and here I delighted:
his hands were as steady
as his eyes, which were
sheathed in the lens of his glasses,
and here he was blind without them.
Blind as stones and blind as bats and
blind like every cliché there is about blindness,
which he wasn’t, not actually blind-blind,
but blind in the way we talk about blindness
when we’ve never known anyone blind.
Blind not when he saw me
because when I say here is a man who sews like running
I mean, here is a man who saw me, I mean
here is a man who didn’t see me, because
1

when I say here is a man who patches my jeans, I mean
here is a man who saw me broken,
and here was a man who needed to repair,
and in those days I was rough
and ragged-sewn, and back then
all soft denim came from
wearing it out,
and he wore me
and he sewed me out.
In those days we called it love
I saw him stitch it patch by patch into me.
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Sundown					
I know why
Bonnie and Clyde robbed banks.
I know how it feels
When
Evening falling - a soft lamenting
a stifling desperation
coming to cover the land.
Everything the light touches
the darkness must un-touch.
I know why
dusk is the time to play a raga.
Why it is the time
for sinuous, plaintive snakes
to wrap
themselves around
your body, weeping.
Did you believe that snakes
cannot cry? I have come to tell you
Snakes cry the most, knowing
what it is like to lose heaven.
To see the light fading
The outlines of the world
erasing themselves
The howling when it’s too early to dream
3

by Elaine Wang

But too late to fix the wrongs
of the day
When the time comes
I cannot help
but
to grasp —
“evening falling - a soft lamenting”
from “Weariness” by Hannah Arendt
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Edict				

by Elaine Wang

Somewhere between here and there
lies eternity. Look for it;
it may only pop up once. In this ephemeral
world, opportunities fade faster than stray sparks
falling to their death in the dark. Sometimes
the night is like that, a forever extinguisher,
the swallower of your best efforts, leaves
absconding into the sky.
I said sometimes. What I really meant is
all the time. The journey is hard. Discard
your body. The bone
screams. The blood runs thick.
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What I Know About Artemis		
by N.O. Moore
Never optioned to Paris,
never envied and gaslit
by Eris, never joined
the sisterhood jealous,
never in the running
for most beautiful,
never before started
a war,
never recognized as the
patron of Atlanta,
never tricked by proxy,
never in a shadow fight
up against Aphrodite,
never Mother of Lions –
Artemis, when they are ended,
these pastoral years, it is you,
outside apocalyptic walls,
outside the fire that cracks the stone,
unblemished by the touch of man –
One thousand golden apples hang
From one thousand orchard trees.
I am someone I am not supposed to be.
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My Mother’s Bones				
To make the knock
the bone’s noise must first
pass through the skin. Yes
I am talking about the sounds
of bones.
Do not think me a grave robber,
remember: I have only stolen from myself
a lifetime of creature company,
so that here I am,
knocking my foot’s knuckle against this bed.
My foot which is too big for this body, for
my mother’s bones, which come,
speaks legend,
from the eggshells
in that deep primeval nest
we dream about
when we are with child.
So speaks legend.
Do I wonder
about my own bones? Yes,
and I know the answer,
even when I share the same dream –
in this vision, nothing remains
in the nest.
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by N.O. Moore

No bones for a daughter.
I am the first and the last; these
are the last bones like mine.
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The Adult				

by N.O. Moore

I fear that I was never a child.
That I started this adult,
arrived just as I am,
fully formed,
as if built from stone and glass:
one machine,
amidst many,
awoken,
alone,
in empty field or distant forest.
I fear I have no remembrances,
no trauma no one
is pressing their foot
on my foot no one
is breaking my bones
with their bones no one
is cleaning off vomit
from shoes I
– my unblemished eyelids open,
and I remember nothing.
9

I am afraid to remember the small child
obsessed with transformations.
Especially unwitting ones:
the doctor
the slab
the monster flesh.
The hungry birds have been crying all night,
but never my name.
Memory, memory, what have you done to me again?
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To Saint Sara During Her
Procession		
Canticles and skin
crowd the cultus at the beach.
They must bathe your feet.
Strong men on four white horses
lower you into the sea.
With painted-open
eyes, you look after your kind
congregated at
your silk-encrusted frame.
With peregrine tongue, I pray.
Have I not been good?
I crossed one ocean to heal
at the hem of your skirts.
Dark Mother, sprung from the shore,
may one more orphan be yours?
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by Lauren Davis

My Body Incapable

by Lauren Davis

Anything to let you in, I sat for all the doctors.
I trembled on their examination tables, tore the white paper.
Graduate students thrusted fingers inside,
noted the spasms, their eyes not on mine.
Vulvodynia, vulvar vestibulitis, vaginismus—
each sounds like a name for a flower, beautiful ones.
The lights turned up, you hover over the kitchen sink,
searching for shards of glass. You finger through
plates and dinner scraps, the shattered tumbler trashed
and bagged. When you deem the kitchen safe, you join me
in the bedroom. You’ve secured our shelter—
candles snuffed, doors locked. But what of you?
I cannot make love tonight. It hurts me too much.
I beg you to me. My thighs clasp you out.
Forever, you say, we have forever to wait,
then sweep my hair from my cheek, turn down the bed.
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Moon Nicks the Sun		
On the library lawn we share
a pair of eclipse glasses.
Slow, she comes, over his face,
the air curdling, cold.
Strange breeze, birds
shirk the sky. Shadows race,
and you and I take turns
losing light.
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by Lauren Davis

Nature v. Nurture					

by Lori Ann Bloomfield

Pushing Logan’s stroller out the bathroom door at Ikea seemed to

require more hands, and in different places, than Jessica possessed. Since
becoming a mother she’d realized just how filled up the world was with
doorways, stairs, corners, aisles, curbs and hills. They were everywhere.
As she struggled to hold open the door, push the stroller through it, and
not let her Kate Spade handbag slip off her wrist she thought she saw a
look of embarrassment crinkle Logan’s baby face.
“You do a lot more embarrassing things than this,” she told him.
Clear of the doorway Jessica looked up and down the hallway for
Peter. She’d asked him to wait for them while she changed Logan’s diaper,
but he wasn’t there.
“Let’s go find Daddy,” she said. Logan ignored her. He was intent on
sucking his fingers.
She pushed the stroller out to the main aisle expecting to see Peter
chatting with a stranger. Her husband was a real estate agent. He always
said that everyone bought or sold a house sometime, and if they had his
14

business card there was a good chance they’d call him when they did. So
Peter struck up a lot of conversations.
It was almost noon on Saturday and the aisle was clogged with people. Many carried tiny pencils and gripped paper measuring tapes. Most
had dirty-looking, yellow plastic Ikea tote bags slung over their shoulders. These people acted more like hunters than shoppers, as though
they knew exactly what they wanted, they only had to get it in their sites.
It was Jessica’s first trip to Ikea. Before this she’d dismissed it as
cheap junk for the DIY crowd. But she’d been wrong. It turned out this
place was the Zara’s of home décor. Worst, she now felt that everyone
had been in on this secret but her. Both she and Peter had been surprised
by the number of Audis and BMWs in the parking lot. Neither of them
had mentioned to any of their friends that they were going to Ikea. But
now they were starting to feel it would be okay to post a picture of their
family outing on Facebook. Providing the photo was flattering to them
both, of course.
Peter had decided it was a good time to sell their house. The market was picking up again. Finally. He was going to list it and the house
Jessica had inherited from her mother last year. With the money they got
from both sales they were hoping to buy in Forest Hill. But they had to
move fast before the market heated up and they got priced out. Again.
If everything worked out they’d be able to put Logan’s name on the waiting list for preschool at West Prep before the end of summer. Jessica had
heard that the waiting list was three years long, though she didn’t really
believe it. Posh places were always exaggerating the length of their waiting lists.
But all this meant they had to decorate the nursery. Fast. Cheaply.
Before Logan had been born Jessica refused to decorate it. She’d
told everyone she wasn’t going to inflict a stereotypical baby’s room on
her unique child. She hadn’t known that babies didn’t have much in the
way of a personality. Logan was four months old and all he did was cry,
eat, sleep and poop. It wasn’t a lot to go on, decorating-wise.
15

Then last week, Chelsea Whitmore (Jessica’s favourite lifestyle blogger!) had decorated her baby’s nursery with pieces from Ikea. The post,
which Jessica had saved on her phone (unnecessarily, because she pretty
much had it memorized) had felt like a gift from the decorating gods.
Jessica was still searching for Peter when she noticed a sign pointing
the way to the cafeteria.
“I think we found Daddy,” she said to Logan. He blew a saliva bubble at her in answer.
Peter had a secret love of cafeterias. It came from a childhood of Saturday lunches with his favourite granny at the Simpson’s cafeteria. He’d
confessed this to Jessica on the night they’d gotten engaged. The proposal
hadn’t been a surprise, but this admission had been. They’d been at Canoe, overlooking the lights of the city from their corner table on the 54th
floor. She remembered how shy and giddy he’d been in his Tom Ford suit
and Church shoes. How he’d laughed when she’d traded a confession and
admitted that as a girl she’d thought Laura Secord chocolates were fancy.
They’ drank Dom Perignon and ate lavender truffles, feeling giddy to be
leaving their middle-class backgrounds behind as they rushed towards a
life of ever more expensive brand names and vacation destinations they
would later brag about discovering. The one carat diamond on Jessica’s
finger seemed to point straight towards a glorious and envy-inducing
future.
Jessica parked the stroller outside the Ikea cafeteria and peered inside. It was busy. Even busier than Glow, the juice bar next door to Limber yoga studio, after its ‘Mummy to ‘Mazing’ class. And that was saying
something.
Jessica was concentrating so hard on scanning the crowded room
for Peter that she didn’t see Josh walk out the door.
“Jess!”
He sounded so happy. It was very un-Joshlike. Until then she’d
thought Josh never deviated from his own codebook of cool. Everything
he did, everything he said, seemed plucked straight from a movie not yet
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made.
Jessica wanted to spin the stroller around and run. Instead she
smiled and then with a fake weary expression motioned to her phone as
though the Dalai Lama had just texted her and she couldn’t ignore His
Holiness, could she? Quickly she texted Peter: Where R U?
When she looked back up Josh was firmly behind his armour of
coolness again and frowning at Logan. Jessica wished she’d dressed differently. For her trip to the suburbs she’d kept it casual and worn what
all the moms did in her ‘Mummy to ‘Mazing’ yoga class. She had on Lululemon yoga pants and her blonde hair (blonde by Jordan) was pulled
back in a ponytail. But she had no power like this. She had to get the
upper hand.
“Josh! You know this isn’t Canadian Tire, right?”
It was always better to be the one to get the first jab in. Keep it light,
Jessica told herself.
Josh’s smile faltered but he quickly recovered.
“And you know this isn’t Tiffany’s, right?”
Actually she was surprised Josh knew about Tiffany’s. Even People’s
Jewellers seemed too high end for him. Quickly she glanced at his ring
finger. Bare. Honestly she didn’t care. It was the mention of Tiffany’s
that had made her think of that. With an old boyfriend you were always
curious. That’s all.
As a teenager Jessica had been as surprised as everyone else when
she caught Josh’s eye. Josh was the boy every other boy wanted to be and
every girl wanted to be with. She still had no idea what had made him
notice her, let alone like her. But for their last year of high school they’d
been inseparable.
Back then they’d planned their whole lives together, in that way only
teenagers can. They’d decided – or rather Josh had decided, and Jessica had gone along because that’s what naïve, crazy in love eighteen year
old girls do – that Josh would skip university and instead work full-time
at the auto body shop he worked at on weekends. Jessica would go to
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university and study business. In four years, when she graduated, Josh
would have enough money saved to open his own auto body shop and
Jessica could help run it.
Jessica had left for university the first week of September. School
was lonely and life away from home was hard. Then it got harder. A few
days before she was to go home for Thanksgiving Josh called and told her
that he’d met someone else.
Jessica spent weeks in her dorm room crying, leaving only to attend
classes. It was probably because all she did was study and cry that she
aced her first set of exams.
Which became the second biggest surprise of her life. Until then
she hadn’t thought she was good at anything. But she started to believe
she could be good at business. It turned out to be true. She had a flair for
advertising and now worked for the second biggest agency in the city.
Once she started enjoying her classes, she began getting to know her
classmates. Boys liked her. She got asked out often.
It turned out that she liked these sorts of boys. They had dreams.
And not just of having their own auto body shop. Big dreams. And they
had the ambition it took to make those dreams happen.
And so did she by the time she met Peter.

As the Ikea sunlight shone on Josh’s face Jessica noticed a new rud-

diness blooming there that, frankly, didn’t look healthy. Too many burgers and beers with the guys after work, most likely.
She hadn’t seen Josh in over a year. Not since that awful day last
April when she’d gotten the call at work from the West General Hospital
telling her that her mother had been hit by a car. The hospital said she
was in surgery but had failed to warn Jessica of the seriousness of her
mother’s injuries. She’d arrived alone at the hospital not at all prepared
to be told she was too late.
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A nurse explained to Jessica that her mother had been jaywalking
across Dalhousie Street when she’d been hit. Jessica guessed she was
crossing to Lucky’s Variety to buy her weekly lottery ticket.
Before Jessica left the hospital the same nurse gently told her that
the funeral home would need an outfit for her mother.
Jessica had been hovering in the hallway not sure what to do next.
She didn’t like to call Peter when he was showing a house. And there was
no family to notify. Her dad had died four years earlier from a massive
heart attack while putting up the Christmas lights, and she had no siblings.
Then Josh came walking down the hall. She hadn’t seen him since
she’d left for university, twelve summers before. But it was unmistakably
him. The sight made her feel like she was back in high school. They
hugged and he said he was there to visit one of his employees who’d had
gallbladder surgery. Josh was carrying a paper bag with a cold tall boy in
it, the condensation from the beer can staining the bottom of the bag a
darker brown.
When Jessica told him what had happened he ducked into a room
and came back right back empty-handed.
He went with her to her mother’s house and stood silently behind
her while she’d picked out an outfit from her mother’s closet. Then they’d
drifted into Jessica’s old bedroom. To Josh’s credit he’d not wanted to lie
down. That had been Jessica.
She wasn’t sure why she’d done it. Maybe it was grief. Maybe it was
to touch the past. Maybe it was because for one hour she fell in love with
him again. But whatever she’d thought it would be, it wasn’t. All she remembered was the disappointment and regret she felt when she’d stood
back up.
She was glad to go home to Peter. Home to her real life. To her
two storey, fully detached house with its skylights and walk-in closet. To
their matching BMWs parked side by side in the hedge-lined driveway.
Two months later she’d realized she was pregnant.
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First she’d felt a flare of panic. Then she’d forced herself to get calm.
The baby might be Peter’s. It probably was. Then her only secret
was one small indiscretion with an old boyfriend while she was in shock
and no one would ever need to know about that.
Both Josh and Peter were about the same height. Both had light
brown hair and blue eyes. The similarities ended there, but it was enough.
It was all about nurture anyway.
Nature was incidental.

Josh was looking at Logan.

“Is he yours?” he asked.
What an unbelievably crude question. How could Jessica have ever
thought she loved this guy?
“Not yet,” she said. “I still have to pay for him. It’s amazing what
they sell in this store, isn’t it?”
It was time to leave. Jessica pretended her phone vibrated. Then she
pretended to read a text. Then she pretended to be sad. “I’ve got to go.
My husband is waiting for us in the kid’s department,” she told Josh.
She gave the stroller a gentle shove to get it rolling.
“How old is he, Jess?”
The question surprised her. It really did. She figured Josh was the
type who’d bolt, but there he stood, prepared to do what he thought was
the right thing.
They formed a tiny triangle just outside the light-filled Ikea cafeteria. Jessica thought back to that Thanksgiving phone call so long ago.
She’d been going to tell Josh that weekend she was home that she was
pregnant. She remembered the coolness of the phone pressed against
her ear as she listened to him say he was sorry, that he hoped they could
still be friends.
She remembered the woman at health services who had been nice
to her. She’d given Jessica the number of the abortion clinic. Told her
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what to do. No one had ever found out. It almost seemed like it had never even happened.
Almost.
“He’s two months old, Josh.” He didn’t know anything about babies.
She could tell him anything.
His eyes dulled, whether from relief or disappointment she couldn’t
tell.
“Take care, Josh” she said and walked away.
Jessica would spend the rest of her life watching Logan, searching
for clues, then telling herself nature didn’t matter. It was all about nurture.

21

that’s the spell		

by Tessara Dudley

she flees the wild wood
little red’s in the big city
made half-magic among the oath-bound
she seeks asylum
a reckless beauty
she sees the waters rising
sees the sparkle in the sand
hears the secret song
she’s of two minds
calls necessary fire
against the witches and wolves
a monstrous regiment
their blood and chocolate
their silver kisses they call
the ‘comforts’ of home
speaks her spell
“know this true
by shackle and sword
by the lion’s blood
and a hideous strength
I will build bravely
a new world”
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Becoming the Queen		

by Tessara Dudley

Snow White was anything but
her ashen skin
the color of snow that’s lain on the ground for days too long
grimy with the passing of peasant and lord
eyes hollow
black hair let loose around her face
resting on crimson’d silks
under glass
a sleeping beauty distant and cold
They got the story wrong
you see
the Witch wasn’t jealous
she too wore her ashen skin
the color of snow that’s lain on the ground for days too long
the Witch wasn’t jealous
she was wary
was weary
For she saw Snow White scared
grimy with the passing of peasant and lord
she said
Sister
take of me this apple
wouldn’t you like to be a queen
my fruit is yours to pluck
Sister
23

take
bite
and never again may they twist you
Sister
and Snow White was fearful
black hair let loose around her face
resting on crimson’d silks
but she reached from her bed into the basket
took the fruit topmost
a serpent twined her arm
as her strong white teeth bit apple flesh
she felt the bite
the apple fell from nerveless fingers
flesh fluttered in stale air
was still
The Witch chanted and waited
watched vigilant over her
for a night and a day
and a night and a day
and a night
and on the third day withdrew
at the sound of metal and saddle leather
some lordling come
to take
from some sleeping beauty
eyes hollow distant and cold
And though Snow White lay still
flesh fluttered in stale air
a serpent twined her arm
24

and she stirred
as he pressed his lips to her ashen skin
her strong white teeth bit
his prize fell from nerveless fingers
she said
my fruit is yours to pluck
rose from beneath him
and left his body
resting on crimson’d silks
stepped lightly down to her Sister
and Snow White said
wouldn’t you like to be a queen?
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On learning that all worker bees are
female			

by Kelly Granito

When the new drones burst
from their cells like sounds
from a chorus, genes
thrust to the queen like songs
to a god—did she kneel
at hers quiet as afternoon
prayer and furnish it
for the next dweller; her back
for breaking? When she smashed
exhausted into the glass
window, did she think
of the colony that lured her
into bloom; primed her
for duty thick as wax,
or did she long for soft galaxies
of petals, foraged in June
then forgotten like the coordinates
of stars? Far from home,
she saved the swarm
the trouble of her body, then faded
as night brings peace—small heaps
of grace: like bottomless
production pierced by Sunday
morning’s hallowed buzz.
Like hives that worshipped
honey as she punched
her final card to clock out.
26

Try to understand			
Come July the seeds rebel
against potted childhoods;
sneak out over brown brims
on the backs of dreamy beetles,
blow in with purple winds
of late spring storms and breed
wild between wooden slats
of unassuming roof decks.
The shoots which then blossom
in the shadows of lawn chairs
are no one’s investment
plan. The peach rose does not
confer with the foxglove;
the deck does not bargain
one thousand times with the sun.
There is only soft earth
between two-inch boards, sun-warped
and stretched with underuse.
There is only a caving
to what is natural—vines
sauntering up gutters like hips
up a staircase; the minute
hand sweeping relentlessly-right
round time’s perennial face.
27

by Kelly Granito

About the good years
by Kelly Granito
you say
they are like trees
along the highway, blurred by
our haste. They may have been place
mat years covered in spills, or blue eyeshadow years—years of shimmering rose
gold wedges making love to your ankles. You
traipsed down Broadway twenty blocks in those
bad girl in the tight cobalt dress years; those Donna
Summer weekends with Fawn on the east-side years.
I think of you now, in my thigh-to-thigh on a stalled
express train years. Across the car a woman settles
into her sleepless years; on her lap, her daughter
smiles from the depth of her amnesia
years—she won’t remember this.
I am in my jeans
strangling my gut years: half of me
erupting over a ruthless button, the other half
dismissed into softness underneath. My hourglass
years in a little pile. Didn’t I find those gold heels
buried in the dress-up box? I strapped them on and
shuffled around the unfished basement, pretending
to be you. I am thirty-one and you were thirty-one
when you had me; our years looped into each other’s
as careful as laces tied by a child who pulls together
the bunny ears. From the window, Queens echoes
her lights on the river. These are the good years.
As skyline thins to billboards and blurry
trees as I rush toward marshland,
I know I will not return from
the loss of these years.
And knowing is what
makes them
good.
28

A Stitch in Time			

by Christie Tate

1980

My

Grandma Virginia takes me to Beall’s in Waxahachie, Texas, a
discount retail department store that doesn’t have the name brands that are
starting to matter to kids all around me at school in Dallas, the epicenter
of sophistication. A poufy-haired sales woman, somewhere between my
and my Grandma’s age, with a thick-Texas accent approaches us. She’s
“bless your heart-ing” me and telling my Grandma that she reckons she
was right proud of a beautiful granddaughter like me from the big city.
I pick out an imitation Izod collared shirt—instead of a lizard, there’s
an iguana over the right budding breast—a pair of shorts and a Sunday
dress. None of it fits. The sales woman brings me the next size up, and
everything’s still pretty snug. I’m seven years old and average height, but
the size seven clothes don’t fit. Neither do the eights. As I stand in my
cotton panties before the full-length mirror in the dressing room, arms
across my chest, I wonder why I look so much lumpier and paler than
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I do in the bathroom mirror at home. The sales lady remarks that I am
“much fuller” than I look. Her voice loses its sugary edge, and she sighs
at the prospect of walking all the way to the juniors section to find something for my fullness. I’m just out of second grade, but old enough to be
a snotty kid who copes with shame by deciding I’m better than that hick
of a sales lady whose life decisions led to her Beall’s where she has to wait
on fatsos like me. But, really, I’m deeply ashamed that I’m not the right
size and that my body is causing so much trouble.
1983

My mom and I are shopping for a leotard for ballet class.

I have my
heart set on a long-sleeve sea-foam green one. The sales woman urges
me to try it on. In the dressing room, I shimmy into the leotard and face
my reflection in the mirror. It doesn’t look like I’ve been dreaming it
would. Instead of becoming sleek, colorful mermaid in pointe shoes, I
look round and ridiculous, like a dragon or a sea monster. I’m too scared
to tell my mother that I’ve changed my mind. I’ve been fixated on this
damn leotard for months. So, I tell her I love it, but never wear it.

1987

I start high school at Ursuline Academy, an all-girls’ school that requires

a uniform: red and blue plaid skirt, flimsy white shirt, oxford shoes. The
pleats on the skirt are sewn closed from my waist to the top of my legs,
where they (the pleats) open like the bellows of an accordion. I sit in
freshman algebra and look down at my belly that strains the stitched
pleats. I hate how it looks, how I can feel the waist band digging into my
flesh. I put my purse in my lap and scoot my chair all the way up to the
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desk to hide myself. I wish the front of my skirt was flat like Ann’s, Emily’s, Stacy’s, Lisa’s, Heather’s, and other girls whose names I don’t know
yet but whose lithe shapes I’ve memorized. At home, I punch myself in
the stomach, hoping the blows will somehow change the size of my stomach. Eventually, I find bulimia and cling to it like the beads of a rosary.
1991

For graduation, Ursuline girls are required to wear a full-length solid

white gown. In January, four months before I’ll walk the stage and curtsy
in my snow-white dress, my mother makes an appointment at a boutique
dress shop that sells gowns for teenagers. I’m not afraid of the lights, the
dresses, the intrusive German boutique owner, the little carpeted stage
in front of the three-way mirror where I’ll be assessed, or standing in my
underwear with nothing to look at except my flesh. I’ve been going to
Weight Watchers since August and have lost twenty pounds. The bulimia stays in my back pocket for the “bad days,” when I veer too far from
the Weight Watchers program with Teddy Graham’s or wine coolers I
drink with the boy who deflowered me in my dad’s car. When I look in
the mirror I see an elongated version of myself, as if someone stretched
me like a taffy, a cheap piece of rayon, a melted piece of plastic. We buy
a dress with ruching along the bodice, puffy sleeves, and a straight satin
skirt. By the time the dress arrives in May, I’ve lost an additional 6.75
pounds, and my shrunken breasts swim in the bodice. The German boutique owner has to alter the top of the dress. She scolds me with straight
pins in her mouth as she pulls the fabric across my chest. I smile, absorbing her admonishments. They feel like praise.

1993
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I’ve recently lost fifteen pounds after joining a 12-step program (Over-

eaters Anonymous), which put an end to my bingeing and purging once
and for all. I’ve done the fearless moral inventory, gotten a sponsor, and
follow a food plan, which I might be taking a little too far because I no
longer get my period. For the summer, I’m working at a Christian youth
camp in the Texas Hill Country, where I’m a counselor for fourteen 11year olds—uber-wealthy girls from the suburbs of Houston and Austin
who have never flown coach or made their own beds. During free time,
the girls scatter like fireflies throughout the campgrounds to flirt with the
boys or swim in the Frio River. I hang back in the cabin so I can secretly
try on their teeny, tiny size zero shorts from the Gap. I’m cross-dressing
as a young pre-pubescent girl. When the shorts fit over my hips and button easily, I’m astonished. I thought I was a size six. I’m elated but smart
enough to be afraid by the gaping disparity between my perception and
reality.
1996

The year between college and graduate school I get a full time job as an

assistant manager at Express in the mall. When I start the job, I’m holding steady at a size four, but my weight is creeping up. I’m hungrier. My
period has returned. I’m filling out. Recovery has taken hold. My college
therapist says my body is searching for a new set point, a healthy one, and
she thinks this is great. I, however, am borderline hysterical all the time.
My body is recovering faster than my mind, which remains attached to
those size zeros, twos, and fours—they are islands I’m paddling away
from even though I’m desperately homesick for their shrunken shores.
When the mall closes at nine, I lock the gate and count the money with
the other assistant manager. While she closes out the register and runs
to the bank, I sneak into the dressing room to try on skirts in sizes that
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no longer fit. I cry when the fours are too tight, and cry again when the
sixes no longer work. My coworkers who find me crying behind a rack
ask what’s wrong. I try to tell them that working around all the clothes
that no longer fit and unlocking dressing room doors for tiny sorority
girls to try on skorts is like a recovering alcoholic working at a bar. I’m
craving the long, obliterating sip that will take me back down the hole I
just crawled out of.
1997

I’m in graduate school in Chicago and every time I turn around there’s

a gathering to discuss about Hegel, or Arendt, or Derrida, or Cixious.
Wine, craft beer, and cheese is always served. I’m scared to eat or drink
anything in public. I wear the same men’s Levi’s from Goodwill every
single day because I’m afraid to put on any other clothes—like I’m totally
phobic, and it’s becoming an issue because the washing machine in my
building is always broken. I can’t bear to go shopping because even if I
had the money, I can’t stomach the thought of seeing my body in dressing room lights. I’m that little girl in Beall’s again, after my brief run as
too-skinny. When my friend Anne tells me to put on something nice for
a party with some B-school guys, I tell her, “I can’t.” The fear is so great
that I shut down at the thought of leaving the house in anything other
than my thrift store jeans. I skip the party and stay home to read Uncle
Tom’s Cabin for my Typologies of Race and Gender class.
1998

Ben, the boyfriend I met in graduate school whose hobbies include

monologues on his superior music taste and drinking to black out, comes
to visit me in D.C. One morning, he accidentally slips on a pair of my
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jeans—the same men’s Levi’s from graduate school—that were next to his
in a pile by the bed. With his back to me, I can see that my jeans fit him
loosely. A shame-bile mixture churns in my belly. I press my front teeth
into my lower lip until I taste blood. A voice screams at me: You’re not
supposed to be bigger than your boyfriend! But there he is—the waistband of my jeans slouching down his hips as he walks to the bathroom.
I think we should break up because we’ve perverted nature, and he’s going to figure it out. I get all weird and quiet—barely say a word during
breakfast, while he goes on about Husker Du. When I finally tell him
what’s bothering me—I’m bigger than you—he puts his arm around me
and says, “Didn’t you know that?” I put the men’s Levis in the back of the
closet. For the next four months, I wear overalls almost every day, hiding
my shame under the denim bib.
2001

Spring semester of my first year of law school, I walk over to Kate’s house

to borrow a dress for our upcoming formal. I’m iffy on the dance because
all my law school friends are coupled up, and I’m not sure what kind of
a gown says, “I’m a fifth wheel, but I’m totally okay with it because I will
crush all of you on final exams.” I’m also growing out an unfortunate
Harry Potter haircut and feel as awkward in my body as the average 13
year old, except now I’m 27 years old. Kate lays her dresses across her
bed. She hands me one she’d worn to a ball with her family at their country club in the suburbs. It’s a tight-fitting floor length gray dress with
tank straps. “Simple and elegant. You’re going to look awesome in this,
Tater.” I slip it on and feel instantly sick from exposure. My breath comes
in short Lamaze-like bursts. In the bathroom’s half mirror, my pale arms
and weird-length hair disgust me. In profile, my boobs look saggy and
my stomach protrudes too far for a woman who’s never given birth. Kate
and our friend Roz want me to model the dress. “Come out and show
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us!” they cry. I walk through the bathroom door, woozy with self-hate,
and sure they’ll see that I’m too chubby, too awkward, too wrong for this
dress. I twirl unenthusiastically for Kate and Roz, while they oooh and
ahhh. “That’s totally the one,” Kate said, clapping her hands together.
Back in the bathroom, I know I’ll never put that dress on again. I’ll find
something safe in my closet (more coverage, less form-fitting) and make
do. I hear Kate say to Roz, “Doesn’t Tater look amazing in that dress? I
just love it.” In her voice, I hear authentic joy for that dress and for my
body. And it totally doesn’t matter.
2002 to present

When I stay at someone’s house, I check the closets in the room where

I sleep to see if there are any clothes. I don’t want to steal them or wear
them, I just want to know what size they are. You know, like a reality
check. That’s not creepy at all, right? If I’m staying with someone who’s
close to my size, you better believe I will find a moment alone in her closet. Is she an eight? A ten? A twelve? Bigger or smaller than I am? God,
I’m creepy, I know. It’s a compulsion like picking skin or pulling hair
out or peeping through windows. I honest-to-God have no idea what
I look like. My body dysmorphia runs so deep—it’s stage 5, and there
are only five stages—which is not an excuse, but an explanation. When
I think someone is my size and then creep into their closet and find they
are two sizes bigger, I’m shocked. I won’t lie—I feel that burst of elation.
It’s a fucked up sensation that I’m winning at the oppressive, misogynist,
self-defeating game meant to silence my voice and stifle my hungers/
desire. But a win’s a win. And I like winning. The overall feeling that
settles, however, is sadness filled with despair, a despair éclair. Because
getting the numbers straight and learning my size relative to my hostess’s actually means nothing. All I’ve proven is that being smaller in size
doesn’t make me any less unhappy or insane around my body.
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2003 to present

When my parents come to town, we like to scavenge through Nord-

strom Rack. We can do this for hours. My dad will look at every single
men’s shoe, even the ones that aren’t his size. I’ll find him in a row, his
gray Stetson on his head, sweating cup of iced tea from Corner Bakery in
his hand, and watch him pick up a shoe that’s a size 20. He’ll flip it over
and inspect it like it holds the secret to the universe. When I ask him
what he’s doing, he’ll say, “Would you look at this craftsmanship? Man
alive, it’s something else.” I’ll say, “Sure, do want to look at shoes that
will fit someone besides Shaquille O’Neal?” He’ll shrug and move on to
the Adidas high tops in sizes large enough for him to bathe in. It seems
he knows his shoe size as well as I know the size of my body. When I
check in with my mom over in the ladies section, I’ll find her looking at
long, casual skirts she could wear to church or to her book club. When
we stand in line to pay, she’ll ask me to hold her items while she looks
for her Nordstrom rewards card. Like a weirdo peeping Tom, I’ll check
what size skirt she’s buying. I expect to see “XS,” because most of my life,
she’s been very slim—way slimmer than I am/was. Anyway, I’m shocked
to see an “L” on her tags. That means she’s bigger than I, who’s solidly a
size “M.” But I swear to God, if Justice Ginsburg walked right up to me
in the check-out line next the OPI nail polish bin, thrust a Bible under
my palm, and said, “What size skirt does your mother wear?” I’d say, “Extra-small, Your Honor.” God’s honest truth. And if Justice Ginsburg bent
over to tie her shoe or talk to a little child, I would sure as shit look to see
what size robe she was wearing.
2004-present
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I always have an article of clothing in my closet that I use as a scale.

The
article changes every few years, but I always have at least one. When no
one else is around, I try on whatever it is to see how it fits. It’s my canary.
If it still fits—and pretty well—I’ll be in a good mood for the next few
days. Not crazy ecstatic like whoo hooo let’s pop the Cristal!, but there
will be a definite uptick in my overall outlook on life. If the article doesn’t
fit, however, watch the fuck out. I’m liable to snap at you for no reason,
weep over small things like tripping on the steps or losing the car keys
inside my purse. In my head, I’ll be berating myself on a non-stop loop:
How could you let things get this far? When did you lose control? You
HAVE to DO SOMETHING. That “something” I tell myself I have to do
is some variation on the following:
Cut out cheese
Cut out olive oil
Cut out snacks
Cut out sugar
Cut out meat
Cut out nuts
Cut out bread (duh)
Cut out any eating after 7 p.m.
Walk on the treadmill after the kids go to bed every night
Sign up for a boot camp class
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Run every day for a month
Usually, the canary is a pair of jeans, like the ones I bought before pregnancy. Or the dark-wash jeans I bought after losing a few pounds during
a breakup that left me with a month-long bout of diarrhea. For a while,
it was a pair of ridiculous seersucker shorts. Once it was a tankini, once
a skirt with embroidered parrots on it. Sometimes it’s the dress I wore to
my rehearsal dinner in 2008. It doesn’t really matter what it is. Almost
anything will do.
2017

I’ve been in 12 step recovery since December 1992 when I was nineteen

years old. I’ve been with the same therapist since 2001. In the past 25
years, I’ve made myself throw up twice—and full disclosure: that’s not
counting the times when I legitimately had the stomach flu and “helped”
my body out by dusting off my purging skills to move the process along
by tickling my uvula. I’ve gotten married and had two children via C-section. I’ve made and lost friends, some of whom are more like family. I’ve
taken and turned down jobs. I’ve written books. I’ve run marathons.
I’ve traveled to India, England, and Argentina. I haven’t given up on the
idea of having peace around my body, but I have revised my expectations
around how long that peace can last. I’ve learned to be grateful and
humble when at peace. But also realistic, because it doesn’t last forever.
It lasts until the next bout of body hatred surges, brought on by too-tight
pants that used to fit perfectly, an unflattering picture, or an upcoming
event that requires me to wear a swim suit. In those moments, when
peace is impossibly out of reach, I grit my teeth, do my best to feed and
clothe my body with some semblance of gentleness and care. I redirect my attention to something—anything—else, like being of service to
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someone, scroll through Twitter, watch Master of None, clean out a junk
drawer. I avoid shopping for clothes or trying on the canary. I wear my
many pieces of safe clothing—the baggy shorts, the jeans with the forgiving waistline, the flowy dress with leggings. I keep it simple; I keep it safe.
I avoid the full-length mirror. I wait for the disgust to pass. I remember
how many times I’ve survived hating on my body. I remind myself I can
do it again.
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Trajectory		
by Devon Balwit
Caught up in the spirit, the woman dances, calling
to a sun that mirrors her own heat.
Radiant, she also makes rise and makes wither,
blasts surface to cracking, to utter
defacement. She is ador(n)ed, an iridescence
that mesmerizes, throwing heads back
like cock crow at dawn. Boomerang-hurled at birth,
she flares to the farthest edge and returns,
all eyes upon her. Even solitary, she is watched,
glancing in mirrors, lighting and delighting,
taking stock. And at the end of her parabola,
(for the laws of physics demand an arc),
she still emits warmth, to the old cat dozing
on her lap, to the air over slate-grey waves.
(After Joan Miró ‘s Femme devant le soleil, July, 1938)
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Us, Lovers of Light
by Marlaina B. Nugent
I will not live in your dark world there is a way out
two sisters screeching out of a house high piercing
cries of owls vamped for the night teetering teetering
on edge lipstick knowingly askew laugh at us we laugh
at you who knew only normality poor slobbering souls
stupid stupid dolls knew nothing of those places we
habitually were forced to go we know of Keats’ black
brilliance the sharpened oblique dark dark rooms guilty
eyes pierced with light
Oh that manic high altissimo con abandono
high high vibrato high-pitched wail vibrola
teetering on edge delirious crash opiatic bliss
Sixteen and seventeen all those sailors those men with
glinting eyes hollow raging father a mother’s obstinate
joy effable slapped down slapped down if he couldn’t
feel it then one would be allowed then later a husband
the same usurpers of spirit lightness joy slap her down
slap her down until she crawled into shade-pulled dark
room bright pain of migraine holding tight to pain we
were her daughters we were to have the same later later
we knew it all still we fought
On wings of manic joy rhapsodic we flew
altissimo abandono teetering on edge
reverb riff delirious crash of opiatic bliss
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Pale resilient bodies just budded men boys looked at us
we knew wanted hated the wanting needed the wanting
the seeing the distorted wary telltale signs lipstick askew
we are crazy or will be only escape allowed us lovers of
light do not forget the children you can not will not leave
them to the walking dead robbers symbiotic suckers get up
we hiss back and forth to each other take the blows stand
up smile we will not fatigue but oh
God we did not know we did not
know that we could walk away
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Outside Listening		
by Marlaina B. Nugent
I think I hear a woman sobbing inside the wind that all out giving in to
grief yes, there it is again a crying coming from beyond the yard back
across the fence next-door could it be the neighbor’s daughter no perhaps it is me in memory inside the house windows shut (this is what it
sounds like when you are outside listening)
the wind stills there is nothing and then the wind again pulling me past
fixation wind taking everything in at once the peripheral glistening
pockets of shadows feathery movements the fern green grass with two
blackbirds walking ten feet apart over clover cloaked lawn the blackened silhouettes of the dark thick stand of trees sun like a lake on fire
leaves nod shimmering background ground cover heavy bluish evergreen limbs that do not move and then in closer down between two
hemlocks in the row of hemlocks two gray squirrels on hind legs stand
facing each other paws raised as if to box thin whitish chests heaving
beneath fur the sound the sound of a woman sobbing
it is their cries menacing the air not from their mouths but deeper like a
scream muffled behind the hand hands over an open mouth
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Reeds/Waves/Ribs		
by Marlaina B. Nugent
It was simple.
You walked along a beach
and sat among the reeds.
I am the reeds
I am she
You heard music
first by a wandering wind.
Then you cut yourself a hollow shoot
adding your voice
stronger for its intent.
Through me you played
I am she
Around you neck
you strung the reed.
You wandered further along the shore
the light in the air
in the sand
and in the water.
I am what stirred you
I am she
The waves broke
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like hands scooping sands
under and up
mixing with a sparkling air
the sparkling water.
I am the waves
I am she
On the sand
you found a hollow shape
skeleton of shell
like ribs
like the shell of a boat.
Those were my ribs
I am she
You lifted up
the shell of ribs
turning it slowly
sky falling
earth rising
there were infinite dreams
within your hands.
I am those dreams
I am she
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The Woman Here
by Marlaina B. Nugent
This is not heightened prose
where fictional characters remind us of ourselves.
There are no composites here but a woman, tired
having lost the thread of her optimism, the light of reason.
She feels only darkness and in darkness she remembers
a fathomless sorrow; memories of her own mother
locked in a bathroom threatening suicide
with only young ears to hear and respond.
So many words of loss, of fear, settle around her
in a thick, damp fog. The woman here is crying
but pretends to sleep because underneath the bed
where she rests are her two small children, a girl and a boy.
They are whispering while building walls with pillows
knowing on the roof is their mother, a little strange
and withdrawn. They plan to please her, dressing themselves
in pajamas. The older conducts the complicated
orchestra of movements while maintaining the necessary
superimposed conversation of pretend, weaving a perfect world.
Drawn in, the younger complies and as the water-like syllables
drift upward they soothe the mother. She accepts this reality
for the time being, and finds sleep.
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Georgia					

by Adjie Henderson

Georgia dreamed of being a star. The walls of her bedroom were

covered with pictures of Broadway and Hollywood actresses. In her
sexual fantasies, she played the role of mistress of the leading man in the
last film she saw. In her daydreams, she became a beautiful Broadway
star, adored and fawned over, with everyone catering to her wishes – fine
champagne, little sandwiches and large delicious grandiose desserts.
When she was sixteen, she met a former collegiate football star – a
hefty and definitely not brilliant man named Clarence – who had a certain
local fame. She adored him and was thrilled to be with someone who had
been in the newspaper. He was older and assuredly more sophisticated.
Perhaps they would go to Hollywood together.
They were married on a sunny Saturday afternoon in the local
Baptist church with the sound of wedding bells and little girls dressed in
pink carrying posies. Rice was thrown, the cake was cut and then they
were off in his old sports car, her white train blowing in the car wind.
Certainly they were a handsome couple, he in a rented tux and shoes and
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she in her mother’s wedding gown altered for the occasion.
He had a couple of beers at the hotel bar and immediately fell asleep
as soon as they got to their room. On Sunday, she watched the rain on the
beach from the hotel window and thought she would never be used to
being called Ms. Clarence Pruitt. She reread the Sunday newspaper rendition of the wedding - Local Football Star Weds. She was excited to be
in the paper, but Clarence was so engrossed in the Sunday football games
he could care less. The picture in the paper was a shot of them leaving the
church area in the open car just like in the movies. The picture later became a fixture in the region for advertising wedding paraphernalia. She
was proud of her new fame.
Georgia could not say his name. Movie stars are not called Clarence.
No one is named Clarence. She looked at his middle name in the paper
write-up. Angus would not do either. She could not call anyone Angus.
That was a hunk of beef. Perhaps he could change his name to Gary or
Clark. Her own name was beautiful and fitting a Broadway diva. She was
conceived in Georgia. Her full name, Georgia Foxworthy, sounded sophisticated and classy and even sexy.
Breakfast was brought to the room by a stunningly handsome young
man about her age and for a few moments she was in New York in a
swank hotel in the arms of a gorgeous lover. She had just ended her starring role and left the stage with hundreds of clapping fans. Clarence took
his breakfast tray to his easy chair and continued to watch the sports
channel. He ate as if he was starving, devouring the sausages, the eggs,
the toast and then looked around for more. Georgia handed over her
sausage which he ate accompanied by a huge Bloody Mary well laced
with vodka. He ate like a huge bear.
“I have decided to call you Prince Beast Bear,” she said. “We will be
Beauty and the Beast. Just call me Belle.”
He looked up from the sports channel and laughed at her suggestion. He had married a child, a fanciful child, which he enjoyed. They
continued their game and laughed by the pool as she tanned and he sat
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in a lounge chair having another large bloody Mary and watching the
soccer game from the TV mounted in the bar.
They lunched by the pool – something she felt was Hollywood appropriate - and she suggested a bottle of champagne, not that she ever
drank champagne nor was she legally old enough to drink it. Bear drank
most of the bottle, a good thing since she was giggly after a small amount.
He also ate everything on his plate and most on hers.
“You are a bear,” she laughed.
And he laughed, happy to be in the sunshine and having another
Bloody Mary. The waiter and the busboys and bartenders watched them.
They didn’t laugh. Laughter from others is a private thing and happiness
is not contagious, but they watched and wondered.
She spent her afternoon by the pool making up scenarios. They are
dancing in a beautiful castle or having a magnificent meal at a long table
served by servants. They are having a picnic at a lovely lake in the country. She is sitting by the lake when she hears a voice say, “Belle” and she
looks up to see the beast, her Prince Bear, watching her play with her
dolls. She is frightened but follows him to his castle.
In the hotel room, he removed her swim suit, picked her up like a
ragdoll and threw her on the bed. When he finally got off her body, he
saw her wild eyed frightened stare, “What do you think now Belle?” and
he gulped another drink and left for the bar.
She slept fitfully. Her body was cold and clammy and later the body
next to her was snoring loudly. She was married to someone named Clarence.
“Wake up,” she said, “Where did you go, my beastly bear?”
“Shuddup and leave me alone,” he grumbled and returned to his
snoring.
She watched a play she made up in the front of her head. It slowly
came to an ending, not the end of the play, but it just stopped. The play
ended but no one clapped.
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When Lilith Goes Out Dancing			

by Katharyn Machan

she ties green ribbons in her long red hair
that match the eyes she likes to narrow
and widen when a partner appears
to smile and take her small pale hand.
Her skirts are emerald and at her throat
she wears a necklace of peridot
gathered from a volcano’s heart
and cut to brilliance with a flaming knife.
Her partner gazes and offers roses
white and tight as the tiny fists
of the demon she’s left behind at home
to watch over her sleeping baby—
the one she stole three midnights ago
who tonight will grow too fast, too soon
into a woman they’ll have to kill
when Lilith returns in worn-out shoes.
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member of a scientific journal and has over two hundred publications in
diverse scientific research areas, from molecular genetics, forensics, and
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Recently, her research has concentrated on studies of the lives and times
of émigré female scientists in the 1930s. She has made numerous public
appearances related to science education—CBS, Good Morning America, and National Public Radio—and been interviewed in the New Yorker,
Science News, Scientific American, and Popular Science, among others.
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More recently she has begun to publish short stories, none of which have
to do with the credentials above.
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